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nonlinear optics ubiquitous in matter 
at long-wavelengths



Nonlinear response
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above threshold ionization, high-harmonic generation
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Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)

• Relativistic quantum field theory describing light-matter 
interaction including quantum vacuum

• Most precisely tested theory in weak field regime, 
perturbative in a ~ 1/137 

• Lamb Shift

• Anomalous magnetic moment 

• Few tests in multiphoton regime (pair production, 
birefringence of vacuum…)

• strong-field, non-perturbative sector untested and 
theoretically challenging.



QED Critical Field (“Schwinger Field”)

Sauter (1931), Euler, Heisenberg, Schwinger
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• Materialize pairs when work done in 

(reduced) Compton wavelength equal 

rest mass

(four orders higher for µ+µ-)

• Exponentially suppressed E < Ecr

• Critical intensity for EM-field (peak):

• Need to also conserve momentum 
(not possible in single plane-wave)

Photonics Spectra, Nov. 1997

Ecr =
m2c4

e~c = 1.3⇥ 1016V/cm

eEcr�̄c = mc2

Icr = 4.6⇥ 1029W/cm2
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Why care about strong-field QED

• Astrophysics: magnetic fields ≈ 4.4×109 T 
• Laboratory laser-plasma and laser-laser collisions: requires 1024 W/cm2

• Future high-luminosity lepton collider (CLIC, ILC): strong space charge 

B & Bcr = m2c2/~e
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“free” electron in strong (linear pol.) 
field 
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vL ⇡ 2⌘2c sin 2!t (1020W/cm2 @ 9keV:
h~1e-3;  E/Ea ~ 200; E/EQED~3e-5 )
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“free” electron in strong (linear pol.) 
field 
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Fundamental
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Non-linear/non-perturbative QED

= + + + + · · ·

Dressed state (Furry, Volkov, …)
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Photon emission

Multi-photon Compton
Quantum radiation reaction
…

Photon decay

Multi-photon Breit-Wheeler Pair production
“Schwinger” pair production
…



Analogy: regimes of atomic ionization

- Ip

Photoionization/
linear Breit-Wheeler

Above threshold

- Ip

Tunneling
Schwinger breakdown

High-field, low frequency

e(-aΥ)

- Ip

Multi-photon Ionization
Nonlinear Breit-Wheeler

High field, below threshold

~ η(2n)

Transition depends on both field and frequency
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Anomalous nonlinear X-ray Compton scattering
Matthias Fuchs1,2*, Mariano Trigo2,3, Jian Chen2,3, Shambhu Ghimire2, Sharon Shwartz4,
Michael Kozina2,3, Mason Jiang2,3, Thomas Henighan2,3, Crystal Bray2,3, Georges Ndabashimiye2,
Philip H. Bucksbaum2, Yiping Feng5, Sven Herrmann6, Gabriella A. Carini6, Jack Pines6, Philip Hart6,
Christopher Kenney6, Serge Guillet5, Sébastien Boutet5, Garth J. Williams5, Marc Messerschmidt5,7,
M. Marvin Seibert5, Stefan Moeller5, Jerome B. Hastings5 and David A. Reis2,3

X-ray scattering is typically used as a weak linear atomic-scale probe of matter. At high intensities, such as produced at
free-electron lasers, nonlinearities can become important, and the probemay no longer be consideredweak. Herewe report the
observation of one of the most fundamental nonlinear X-ray–matter interactions: the concerted nonlinear Compton scattering
of two identical hard X-ray photons producing a single higher-energy photon. The X-ray intensity reached 4⇥ 1020 Wcm�2,
corresponding to an electric field well above the atomic unit of strength and within almost four orders of magnitude of
the quantum-electrodynamic critical field. We measure a signal from solid beryllium that scales quadratically in intensity,
consistent with simultaneous non-resonant two-photon scattering from nearly-free electrons. The high-energy photons
show an anomalously large redshift that is incompatible with a free-electron approximation for the ground-state electron
distribution, suggesting an enhanced nonlinearity for scattering at large momentum transfer.

X -ray scattering is primarily sensitive to the spatial position
of electrons and their momentum distribution1,2. Elastic
X-ray scattering forms the basis of atomic-scale structural

determination3, whereas inelastic Compton scattering4 is often
used as a spectroscopic probe of both single-particle excitations
and collective modes5. Linear Compton scattering from weakly
bound electrons (that is, when the inelastic energy transfer is large
compared to the relevant binding energies) is described well by the
impulse approximation (IA), which treats the electrons as quasi-
free6. In this limit, the spectrum of the Compton-scattered photons
at a given momentum transfer is a direct probe of a material’s
ground-state momentum distribution.

At high intensities, such as those generated by X-ray free-
electron lasers (XFELs), nonlinear X-ray–matter interactions can
become important7–16. For elastic X-ray scattering in crystals the
second-order nonlinearity has been considered theoretically as
originating from the classical anharmonic motion of a periodic
collection of nearly-free electrons in a strong field17,18. For
free electrons, nonlinear scattering was described semiclassically
within the framework of quantum electrodynamics (QED) by
Brown and Kibble half a century ago19. The dynamics of the
interaction and the scattering rate depend strongly on the
Lorentz-invariant quantity ⌘ = eE/(mec!). This dimensionless
field-strength parameter represents the root-mean-square (r.m.s.)
transversemomentum (normalized tomec) imparted to the electron
by a classical electromagnetic wave of r.m.s. field strength E and
angular frequency!; here e is the elementary charge,me the electron
rest mass and c the speed of light.

Previous experiments have investigated the interactions of
electrons with high-intensity (⇠1018 W cm�2) optical radiation in

the relativistic regime, ⌘ ⇠ 1 (that is, when the velocity of the
electron quivering in the field becomes relativistic). They include the
generation of harmonics from plasma electrons20 and multiphoton
Compton scattering from a beam of ultrarelativistic free electrons in
a near head-on collision geometry21.

To approach this relativistic regime with hard X-rays requires
intensities of ⇠1026 W cm�2, well beyond what is at present
achievable. Nonetheless, concerted two-photon scattering processes
can be observable from solid targets at orders of magnitude less
intensity, on the basis of perturbative scaling. For ⌘ < 1, a free
electron will undergo anharmonic motion with the nth harmonic
contribution to the induced current jn! ⇠⌘(n�1)j!, and thus the cross-
section for nonlinear scattering will scale as � (n) ⇠ ⌘2n�2r 20 , where
r0 is the classical electron radius. Models that treat the solid as
a collection of free electrons have been successful in describing
perturbative nonlinear X-ray–matter interactions, including non-
resonant X-ray second-harmonic generation (XSHG; ref. 16) and
the (optically modulated) X-ray susceptibility in X-ray–optical sum
frequency generation22. The e�ciency in the case of (elastic) phase-
matched XSHG in diamond was measured to be 6⇥10�11 for peak
fields of ⇠1016 W cm�2—in agreement with the free-electron-like
model in a periodic medium16.

Here we report the observation of anomalous nonlinear
X-ray Compton scattering from solid beryllium. We measure the
concerted scattering of two hard X-ray photons with energies
around 9 keV into a single higher-energy photon red-shifted
from the second harmonic. The number of scattered high-energy
photons varies quadratically with the FEL intensity, as expected
for a second-order nonlinear process, and is well above the
measured background. The signal is emitted in a non-dipolar

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588, USA. 2Stanford PULSE Institute, SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA. 3Stanford Institute for Materials and Energy Sciences, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory,
Menlo Park, California 94025, USA. 4Department of Physics, Institute for Nanotechnology and Advanced Materials, Bar Ilan University,
Ramat Gan 5290002, Israel. 5Linac Coherent Light Source, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, 2575 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, California 94025,
USA. 6SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA. 7BioXFEL NSF Science and Technology Center, 700 Ellicott Str., Bu�alo,
New York 14203, USA. *e-mail: mfuchs@unl.edu
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news & views

It was with X-rays that Arthur H. Compton 
experimentally verified in 1923 his 
theory of what would later be known 

as the Compton effect1,2. Confirming the 
quantum hypothesis of light, the X-rays in 
his experiments turned out to be photons — 
minuscule billiard balls — colliding with 
electrons and changing their energy and 
momentum in the process of scattering. 
Now, almost 100 years later, X-ray Compton 
scattering has entered the nonlinear 
regime, with an experiment reported in 
Nature Physics by Matthias Fuchs and 
colleagues3 using the Linac Coherent Light 
Source (LCLS) X-ray free-electron laser. The 
team showed that some of the trillions of 
X-ray photons incident on a solid beryllium 
target interacted simultaneously with the 
same bound electron, producing single 
X-rays with almost double the energy of the 
incoming ones. What should have been close 
to a second harmonic turned out to have an 
anomalous, intriguing redshift.

Compton scattering refers to the 
inelastic scattering of a photon by a charged 
particle, typically an electron. If the energy 
of the incoming photon is much higher 
than the binding energy of the electron in 
the atom, the electrons are considered to 
be quasi-free. This assumption has been 
repeatedly confirmed by experiments in the 
linear regime, where single photon–electron 
scattering events dominate. Even the first 
experiments on nonlinear X-ray–matter 
interaction, such as X-ray second harmonic 
generation4 and X-ray and optical wave 
mixing5, were successfully modelled 
by treating the solid as a collection of 
free electrons. Yet, in the experiment by 
Fuchs et al.3, X-rays with energies almost 
two orders of magnitude larger than that of 
the electron binding gave rise to scattered 
photon energies that deviated significantly 
from theoretical predictions in the free-
electron approximation.

The X-ray free-electron laser is at 
present the only X-ray source with 
sufficient intensity to induce nonlinear 
Compton effects. At LCLS, one of only two 
operational X-ray lasers worldwide, Fuchs 
and co-workers used an intense photon 

beam with variable energy around 9 keV 
(1.4 Å) shining on a solid beryllium target. 
To monitor linear and nonlinear effects 
simultaneously, scattered photons were 
recorded both in a region of high photon 
intensity, where the concerted scattering 
of two X-rays into a single higher-energy 
photon was expected, as well as in a low-
intensity region, where single X-ray–electron 
scattering dominated (Fig. 1). The nonlinear 
nature of the scattering was confirmed by 
the quadratic dependence with the laser 
intensity and by the non-dipolar angular 
scattering pattern. These effects occurred 
only in the high-intensity region, being 
absent in the linear-scattering part of 
the experiment.

According to the semi-classical quantum 
electrodynamics treatment of nonlinear 
Compton scattering6, two-photon scattering 
from free electrons should lead to a single 
higher-energy photon redshifted with 
respect to the second harmonic. However, 

the shift observed by Fuchs et al.3 in the 
nonlinear regime was at least 800 eV larger 
than the theoretical prediction. What 
could be the explanation for this photon 
energy loss? Although it is obvious that the 
free-electron approximation no longer holds, 
the exact mechanism leading to the observed 
scattered photon energy distribution is at 
present unclear. Momentum-conservation 
arguments suggest that two-photon 
scattering has enhanced contributions from 
large momentum transfer events associated 
with bound electrons. Either the missing 
momentum is carried away as recoil by the 
atom, or presumably the scattering occurs 
from already ionized electrons in a plasma, 
with an initial electron energy distribution 
very different from that of the bound 
ground-state electrons.

Follow-up experiments in the high-
intensity regime are called for. Especially 
intriguing is that recently observed X-ray 
second harmonic generation4 at the X-ray 

X-RAY PHYSICS

Straight outta Compton
A nonlinear Compton scattering experiment with X-ray photons using an X-ray free-electron laser exhibits an 
unexpected frequency shift — hinting at the breakdown of standard approximations.

Adriana Pálffy

High-intensity region

Nonlinear Compton effect
on bound electron

Linear Compton effect
on a quasi-free electron

Low-intensity region

Be targetBe target

Figure 1 | Linear and nonlinear X-ray Compton scattering. In the tight-focus part of the X-ray free-electron 
laser beam, photons interact with the bound electrons of the beryllium target (left) nonlinearly. The 
second beryllium target (right) is placed in a region of lower beam intensity. The photons experience 
linear Compton scattering off the target electrons, which in this case act as though they are quasi-free.

© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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Redshift

Fuchs et al., Nature Physics, 2015 
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Bound-state nonlinear-Compton 
scattering?

• New mechanism
• second order in (A2, A•p)
• Atom (solid) takes up 

missing momentum
• Sensitivity to electronic 

structure and positions
• Possibility for phase 

matching

Fuchs et al., Nature Physics, 2015 
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A TDSE-based approach to 
nonlinear x-ray Compton scattering

500eV, He

Dietrich Krebs and Robin Santra
However, cannot reproduce at high energy in Be
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Focused Intensity Frontier

50 GeV
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Focused Intensity Frontier

50 GeV
• Strong-field and 

collective phenomena 
accessible above QED 
critical intensity/field

• Current (future) light 
sources far from this limit 
in laboratory frame.  

• Only possible by 
combining high energy 
particles with laser 
(relativistic boost)

• 4g2 intensity 
• 2g field
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Focused Intensity Frontier

50 GeV
• Strong-field and 

collective phenomena 
accessible above QED 
critical intensity/field

• Current (future) light 
sources far from this limit 
in laboratory frame.  

• Only possible by 
combining high energy 
particles with laser 
(relativistic boost)

• 4g2 intensity 
• 2g field
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E144 experiment: 
nonlinear QED in laser+e- collisions

FFTB (now LCLS transport)

Photonics Spectra, 
Nov. 1997

EQED=Ea/a3 ~ 1.3 1016 V/cm
Bula et al., PRL 1996, 
Burke et al., PRL 1997
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Front row:  G. Horton-Smith, Th. Kotseroglou, W. Ragg, S. Boege
Middle row:  D. Meyerhofer, W. Bugg, A. Weidemann, 
D. Walz, J.Spencer, K.McDonald, A. Melissinos
Last row:  K. Shmakov, C. Bamber, U. Haug, D.Burke, C.Bula
Absent:  S. Berridge, C. Field, Th. Koffas, E. Prebys, D.Reis

E144 experiment: 
nonlinear QED in laser+e- collisions

D.L.Burke et al, PRL79 1626(1997) 
C.Bamber et al, Phys.Rev. D60 090024(1999)
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E144 Measured in transition regime

21Multi-photon picture

Tunneling Picture (Schwinger)

Υ = E/Ec
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Focused Intensity Frontier

• Strong-field and 
collective phenomena 
accessible above QED 
critical intensity/field

• Current (future) light 
sources far from this limit 
in laboratory frame.  

• Only possible by 
combining high energy 
particles with laser 
(relativistic boost)

• 4g2 intensity 
• 2g field

50 GeV
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• AMO:  Bucksbaum and Reis
• Astrophysics and Cosmology:  Abel and Blandford 
• HEDS: Fiuza and Glenzer
• Accelerator:  Hogan and Yakimenko
• FEL:  Huang and Pellegrini
• Laser:  Fry
• HEP:  Brodsky

• Strong-field QED theory: Meuren (Princeton)

Strong-field QED@SLAC Working group
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Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI)

Attosecond Light Pulse 
Source (Szeged, Hungary)

-Ultrafast light sources, and 
coherent x-ray sources
-PW drive laser
-Several beam lines, from 
10KHz 100 mJ to 0.1 Hz 300J

High Energy Beam-Line 
Facilitiy (Prague, Czech 
Republic)

Beam lines from -200mJ to 
1.3kJ lasers, including 2 
10PW lasers;
Six experimental areas, 
including exotic physics, 
acceleration, x-rays, 
materials science.

Nuclear Physics Facility 
(Magurele, Romania)

2 multi-petawatt, 200J, 
0.1Hz, <30fs lasers
Compton backscatter 
gamma ray source
Experiments aimed at 
nuclear physics.

1023 - 24 W/cm2 

@Beamlines and NP
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Probing strong-field QED in electron-
photon interactions (DESY/PULSE)
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FACET-II proposal collaboration

Collaborating Institutions: Carleton University (Canada), Aarhus University (Denmark). Ecole Polytechnique
(France) Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik (Germany), Helmholtz-Institut Jena (Germany), Friedrich-Schiller-
Universität Jena (Germany), Universidade de Lisboa (Portugal), Queen's University Belfast (UK), California 
Polytechnic State University (CA USA), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (CA USA), Princeton 
University (NJ USA), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (CA USA), University of California Los Angeles (CA 
USA), University of Colorado Boulder (CO USA), University of Nebraska - Lincoln (NE USA)

SFQED theory & simulation A. DiPiazza, F. Fiuza, T. Grismayer, C.H. Keitel, S. Meuren, 
L.O. Silva, D. Del Sorbo, M. Tamburini, M. Vranic

SLAC E144 DR (SF AMO/xray), T. Koffas (HEP) 

LWFA SFQED experiments G. Sarri, M. Zepf

Crystal SFQED experiments R. Holtzapple, U. I. Uggerhoj

Strong-field AMO/x-ray science P.H. Bucksbaum, M. Fuchs, C. Rödel

Laser-plasma interaction, HEDP F. Albert, S. Corde, S. Glenzer, C. Joshi, M. Litos, W. Mori

Accelerator physics G. White

Detectors A. Dragone, C. J. Kenney

High intensity lasers A. Fry 
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Focused Intensity Frontier

• Strong-field and 
collective phenomena 
accessible above QED 
critical intensity/field

• Current (future) light 
sources far from this limit 
in laboratory frame.  

• Only possible by 
combining high energy 
particles with laser 
(relativistic boost)

• 4g2 intensity 
• 2g field

100TW/15GeV
FACET-II

100TW
(lab frame)

50 GeV
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Good ideas always attract competition

RIKEN SPring8
o two, 500 TW lasers on SACLA (not on e-

beam–yet)
o tens nm focus x-ray
o Experiments in elastic light-by-light on 

SACLA, axion-like-particles on SPring8

DESY/E-XFEL
o 18 GeV and lots of space.
o Proximity to leading theory 

groups
o Indication of interest

Shanghai 
o 8 GeV SC Linac approved.
o SCLF: .4 to 25 keV x-ray laser now approved
o SEL: a 100PW (NOT a typo) laser approved
o Completion of all in seven years.
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Similar proposal at DESY
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Reaching strong-field regime 
@FACET-II
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Reaching strong-field regime 
@FACET-II.  20 TW laserSFQED@FACET-II: baseline setup (20 TW laser)

Major scientific objectives
Unstable strong-field quantum vacuum
≠æ first observation of tunneling pair production (≥ 10

3
pairs per shot)

Quantum radiation reaction
≠æ failure of the classical Landau Lifshitz equation, quantum stochasticity

Breakdown of perturbation theory
≠æ absorption of ≥ 10

2
laser photons, emission of ≥ 5 photons (per electron)

Electron spectrum
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– Quantum radiation reaction: stochasticity
– Deviations from Landau Lifshitz (dotted)
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– Highly nonlinear Compton scattering
– Local constant field approx. fails (dotted)
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FACET-II will test various aspects of 
SFQED
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Status

• SLAC has narrow opportunity to lead the field
• FACET-II proposal reviewed, waiting for official 

feedback.  Would test vacuum breakdown, strong-
field effects in radiation, validity of codes

• Lots of laser, detector, beamline and other work to do
• Already thinking of upgraded laser and e-beam to well 

exceed Schwinger
• Plans for PW laser at SLAC, but so far just on MEC 

(LCLS)
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Probing Strong-field QED at FACET-II
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for the SFQED collaboration

Department of Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University (New Jersey, USA)
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The strong-field QED (SFQED) collaboration:

SFQED theory & simulation A. Di Piazza, F. Fiuza, T. Grismayer, C. H. Keitel,
SM, L. O. Silva, D. Del Sorbo, M. Tamburini, M. Vranic

SLAC E144 experiment D. A. Reis (SF AMO/xray), T. Ko�as (HEP)

LWFA SFQED experiments G. Sarri, M. Zepf

Crystal SFQED experiments R. Holtzapple, U. I. Uggerhøj

Strong-field AMO/xray science P. H. Bucksbaum, M. Fuchs, C. Rödel

Laser-plasma interaction, HEDP F. Albert, S. Corde, S. Glenzer, C. Joshi, M. Litos, W. Mori

Accelerator physics G. White

Detectors C. J. Kenney

High intensity lasers A. Fry

Collaborating Institutions: Carleton University (Canada), Aarhus University (Denmark). École Polytechnique (France)
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik (Germany), Helmholtz-Institut Jena (Germany), Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena
(Germany), Universidade de Lisboa (Portugal), Queen’s University Belfast (UK), California Polytechnic State University (CA
USA), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (CA USA), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (CA USA), University of
California Los Angeles (CA USA), University of Colorado Boulder (CO USA), University of Nebraska - Lincoln (NE USA),
Princeton University (NJ USA)

I am grateful to:
Roger Blandford, Stanley J. Brodsky, Alexander M. Fedotov, Nathaniel J. Fisch,

Mark J. Hogan, Vitaly Yakimenko
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Synergy with other FACET-II proposals
Laserwire for Sector 20 IP Transverse Beam Diagnostics (PI: G. White)
Beam filamentation and bright Gamma ray Burst (PI: S. Corde)
Energy Doubling of Narrow Energy Spread Witness Bunch (PI: C. Joshi)
Thin plasma lens experiment (PI: M. Litos)
Beam-Driven Ion Channel Laser experiment & thin plasma lense (PI: M. Litos)

If our proposal is approved, the detailed design of the experimental setup will be
worked out in close collaboration with those experiments
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Motivation: QED critical field is a fundamental scale

Important scales of QED

Energy E = mc2 106 eV relativistic e�ects
Length nC = ~c/(mc2) 10≠13 m quantum fluctuations

Field strength Ecr = (mc2)2/(|e| ~c) 1018 V/m nonperturbative e�ects
Electron/positron mass (m) and charge (e < 0) determine fundamental scales

Relativity: Dirac equation
– Changed dispersion relation:

‘=mv2/2 vs. ‘=“mc2

– Spin degree of freedom
– Antiparticles

Quantum fluctuations: QFT
– Virtual particles
– Lamb shift of atomic levels
– Anomalous magnetic moment
– Running coupling constant

At each fundamental scale the theory changes qualitatively
Nature surprised us whenever we tested a fundamental scale

The strong-field regime E & Ecr is largely unexplored
We use natural units from now on ‘0 = ~ = c = 1 (often restored for clarity)

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 3 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II



Motivation: strong-field QED in astrophysics

Ultrastrong electromagnetic fields + highly energetic particles: SFQED
– Interior of neutron stars
– Magnetospheres of magnetars: B & Bcr [Bcr = m2c2/(~e) ¥ 0.4 ◊ 1014 G]

vacuum birefringence, electromagnetic cascades
– Central engines of supernovae and gamma ray bursts
– Black holes: energy extraction via the Blandford–Znajek process

Uzdensky and Rightley, Plasma physics of extreme astrophysical environments
Rep. Prog. Phys. 77, 036902 (2014)

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 4 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II
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Motivation: plasma physics, benchmarking QED-PIC codes

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 5 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II



Motivation: beamstrahlung in future linear colliders

Problems of protron-proton collider:
– Nontrivial initial state: protons are not elementary particles
– PDFs: smaller e�ective energy, complicated background
Problems of linear electron-positron collider:
– High luminosity æ high charge density æ strong fields æ beamstrahlung
– Stochastic photon emission + large recoil: nontrivial energy distribution,

modified transverse beam structure (beam broadening æ focusing quality)
Understanding of beamstrahlung is crucial

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 6 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II

Hadron collider (proton-proton) Parton distribution functions

Lepton collider (electron-positron)

ILC Eú/Ecr = 0.1≠0.3 (0.25≠0.5 TeV)
CLIC Eú/Ecr = 1.5≠12 (0.2≠1.5 TeV)

Stochastic beamstrahlung

SFQED determines energy/luminosity
Esberg et al., PRSTAB 17, 051003 (2014)
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Reaching the QED critical field with lasers

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 7 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II

facility current future

optical 1 eV APOLLON, ELI,... 1022 W/cm2 1024≠25 W/cm2

x-ray 10 keV LCLS-II, XFEL,... 1021 W/cm2 1027 W/cm2 (if focused)

We need the Lorentz boost of ultra-relativistic particles
to probe the QED critical field!



Reaching the QED critical field with lasers
QED critical field: Ecr ¥ 1.3 ◊ 1018 V/m Ωæ Icr ¥ 4.6 ◊ 1029 W/cm2

is not reachable in the laboratory rest frame (with existing technology)
Fortunately, the electric/magnetic field is not Lorentz invariant:

E Õ = “(E + — ◊ B) ≠ “2

“ + 1—(—E), BÕ = “(B ≠ — ◊ E) ≠ “2

“ + 1—(—B)

Quantum parameter
Decisive measure: electric field in the electron rest frame (E ú):

‰ = � =


pF 2p
Ecrmc2 = Eú

Ecr
¥ 0.57 ‘

10 GeV

Û
I

1020 W/cm2

I: laser intensity ‘: electron energy (last relation: head-on electron-laser collision)

Strong field universality
For ultra-relativistic particles ‰ is the only relevant field invariant:
Same fundamental probabilities for processes in a laser field,
static magnetic field (astrophysics), and linear lepton colliders
≠æ Suggested experiment is relevant for di�erent research areas

Ritus, J. Sov. Laser Res. 6, 497–617 (1985); Di Piazza et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 84, 1177 (2012)
FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 8 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II



The fundamental (strong-field) QED processes
Photon emission

e
−

photon emission by an electron/positron
pµ

kµ

qµ

p′µ

≠æ p
µ

q
µ

p
′µ

Pair production

γ

photon decay into a lepton pair

e−

e+

kµ

qµ

p
µ

1

p
µ

2

≠æ γ

e
−

e
+

← q
µ

p
µ

1

p
µ

2

Dressed states
Perturbative treatment of the laser field breaks down if › & 1

› = a0 = ÷ = |e|E
mcÊ

¥ 0.75 eV
~Ê

Ú
I

1018 W/cm2

Dressed states include the classical background field exactly:
= + + + + · · ·

Ritus, J. Sov. Laser Res. 6, 497–617 (1985); Di Piazza et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 84, 1177 (2012)
FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 9 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II



Di�erent types of nonperturbative e�ects in SFQED
1st breakdown of perturbation theory: background field
FACET-II, › & 1: interaction with laser becomes nonperturbative:

= + + + + · · ·

2nd breakdown of perturbation theory: higher-order processes
FACET-II: tree-level processes with many vertices become important:

· · ·

3rd breakdown of perturbation theory: radiative corrections
Future: if –‰2/3 & 1 radiative corrections become nonperturbative:

P

m2
=

⇠ ↵�2/3

(Narozhny, 1968)

+

⇠ ↵2�2/3
log�

(Morozov, 1977)

+

⇠ ↵3� log

2 �

(Narozhny, 1980)

+

⇠ ↵n�(2n�3)/3

(n > 3, conjecture)

+ · · ·

M

m
=

⇠ ↵�2/3

(Ritus, 1970)

+

⇠ ↵2� log�

(Ritus, 1972)

+

⇠ ↵3�5/3

(Narozhny, 1980)

+

⇠ ↵n�(2n�1)/3

(n > 3, conjecture)

+ · · ·

V. I. Ritus, J. Sov. Laser Res. 6, 497–617 (1985)FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 10 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II



Community interest & competitors
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Strong interest in SFQED experiments
with conventional GeV electron beams
Recent PULSE/DESY workshop
was dedicated to this topic
We could get there first (similar
ideas at DESY – not started yet)
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The seminal SLAC E-144 experiment (1990s)

First laser experiment which probed the QED critical field
Electron energy: ‘ = 46.6 GeV, laser intensity: I ≥ 1018 W/cm2

≠æ Onset of nonlinear e�ects: › = a0 = ÷ . 0.4, ‰ = � . 0.25

C. Bamber et al. “Studies of nonlinear QED in collisions of 46.6 GeV electrons with intense laser pulses.”
Phys. Rev. D 60, 092004 (1999).
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Recent all-optical LWFA experiments (2017-2018)
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Why strong-field QED at FACET-II?

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 14 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II

Disadvantages of LWFA electron beams
Parameters fluctuate severely from shot to shot:

J. M. Cole et al. Phys. Rev. X 8, 011020 (2018)
Electron energy: far from monochromatic, limited to . 1 . . . 5 GeV
Pointing instabilities: e�ective laser field strength changes

Parameter uncertainties: complicate analysis, large systematic errors

Advantages of FACET-II
Well defined parameters (monoenergetic electrons, small beam jitter)
High repetition rate + shot-to-shot stability ≠æ high precision

World-wide unique opportunity for scrutinizing the theoretical framework
and state-of-the-art approximations used in SFQED
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Accessible parameters: › = a0 = ÷ = 3≠7; ‰ = � = 0.4≠0.9

Electron parameters
Energy 7 ≠ 10 GeV
rms Energy Spread 0.5 [%]
rms Bunch Length 10 ≠ 100µm
rms Bunch Radius 3µm
Bunch Charge 0.6 nC
Peak Current 2 ≠ 20 kA

Laser parameters Baseline
Pulse energy EL 0.7 J
Pulse duration (FWHM) ·0 35 fs
Power (average) P ≥ 20 TW
Beam waist w0 2.4≠5µm
Wavelength ⁄L 0.8µm
Intensity (peak) I0 (0.5≠2.2)◊1020 W/cm2

Electron parameters
Energy 7 ≠ 10 GeV
rms Energy Spread 0.5 [%]
rms Bunch Length 10 ≠ 100µm
rms Bunch Radius 3µm
Bunch Charge 0.6 nC
Peak Current 2 ≠ 20 kA

Laser parameters Laser upgrade
Pulse energy EL 8 J
Pulse duration (FWHM) ·0 40 fs
Power (average) P ≥ 200 TW
Beam waist w0 3≠6µm
Wavelength ⁄L 0.8µm
Intensity (peak) I0 (0.4≠1.4)◊1021 W/cm2

Reaching a novel regime
For the first time › ∫ 1, ‰ ≥ 1 will become accessible
Regime › ∫ 1 is qualitatively di�erent from › . 1 (next slides)
Beamstrahlung: parameters expected for ILC accessible:
ILC: ‰ = 0.15 (‰av = 0.06); CLIC: ‰ = 12 (‰av = 5)
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Accessible parameters: › = a0 = ÷ = 9≠18; ‰ = � = 1.1≠2.2

Electron parameters
Energy 7 ≠ 10 GeV
rms Energy Spread 0.5 [%]
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Accessible parameters: › = a0 = ÷ = 3≠7; ‰ = � = 0.4≠0.9

Electron parameters
Energy 7 ≠ 10 GeV
rms Energy Spread 0.5 [%]
rms Bunch Length 10 ≠ 100µm
rms Bunch Radius 3µm
Bunch Charge 0.6 nC
Peak Current 2 ≠ 20 kA

Laser parameters Baseline
Pulse energy EL 0.7 J
Pulse duration (FWHM) ·0 35 fs
Power (average) P ≥ 20 TW
Beam waist w0 2.4≠5µm
Wavelength ⁄L 0.8µm
Intensity (peak) I0 (0.5≠2.2)◊1020 W/cm2

Electron parameters
Energy 7 ≠ 10 GeV
rms Energy Spread 0.5 [%]
rms Bunch Length 10 ≠ 100µm
rms Bunch Radius 3µm
Bunch Charge 0.6 nC
Peak Current 2 ≠ 20 kA

Laser parameters Laser upgrade
Pulse energy EL 8 J
Pulse duration (FWHM) ·0 40 fs
Power (average) P ≥ 200 TW
Beam waist w0 3≠6µm
Wavelength ⁄L 0.8µm
Intensity (peak) I0 (0.4≠1.4)◊1021 W/cm2

Reaching a novel regime
For the first time › ∫ 1, ‰ ≥ 1 will become accessible
Regime › ∫ 1 is qualitatively di�erent from › . 1 (next slides)
Beamstrahlung: parameters expected for ILC accessible:
ILC: ‰ = 0.15 (‰av = 0.06); CLIC: ‰ = 12 (‰av = 5)



FACET-II: why is the new regime fundamentally di�erent?
Formation length of SFQED processes

δλλ
L

1 ⁄L: laser wavelength (scale on which the field changes significantly)
2 ”⁄: formation region of a fundamental QED processes; ”⁄/⁄L ≥ 1/›

Ionization in atomic physics – Keldysh parameter: “K = Ê


2mIp/(|e|E),
Pair production in SFQED: “K (Ip = 2mc2) ≥ 1/› = Êmc/(|e|E)

FACET-II: probing a new regime of light-matter interaction
The regime › ∫ 1 is qualitatively di�erent from › . 1
Quantum corrections become important if ‰ & 0.1
≠æ the regime › ∫ 1, ‰ & 1 is exciting and unexplored

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 16 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II

Multiphoton pair production (› π 1)
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FACET-II: why is the new regime fundamentally di�erent?
Total pair production probability
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› = 10, 20, 50, 100, 200
laser pulse with 5 cycles (13 fs)

Pair production probability: P ≥ exp [≠8/(3‰)] (note that 1/‰ ≥ 1/e)
Nonperturbative tunneling exponent (expansion around e = 0 vanishes)

(‰: incoming photon) SM, Hatsagortsyan, Keitel, Di Piazza, PRD 91, 013009 (2015)

FACET-II: probing a new regime of light-matter interaction
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Simulations for FACET-II
Numerical simulations with two independent codes have been carried out

- Heidelberg group (M. Tamburini, A. Di Piazza, and C. H. Keitel):
Monte-Carlo QED code

- Lisbon group (M. Vranic, T. Grismayer, and L. O. Silva):
fully relativistic particle-in-cell (PIC) code OSIRIS with QED module

Realistic 3D simulations of the actual FACET-II parameters: focussed Gaussian
laser, electron beam with Gaussian charge and energy distribution

Head-on collision of a FACET-II electron bunch and a 20 TW Gaussian laser pulse. Electrons: Gaussian charge distribution
(10 µm rms length, 3 µm rms radius), Gaussian energy distribution (10 GeV mean, 100 MeV FWHM), and Gaussian
transverse momentum distribution (zero mean, 0.1 mrad FWHM). Gaussian laser pulse: linear polarization, 0.8 µm central
wavelength, 35 fs duration (intensity FWHM).
FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 17 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II



Simulations for FACET-II

Simulation with OSIRIS-QED – M. Vranic

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 18 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II



FACET-II measurements: pair production (tunneling regime)

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 19 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II

Comparison with E144
Already with the 20 TW laser: ≥ 102 . . . 104 positrons per shot!
≠æ Significant reduction of statistical and systematic errors

with respect to E144 (100 positrons in total)
[see T. Ko�as, PhD thesis (SLAC-Report-626) for details]

≠æ Positron yield: sensitive laser intensity measurement
First observation of vacuum breakdown in strong fields
(measurement of the nonperturbative tunneling exponent)

Total number of positrons & their spectrum

w0 ›
# positrons per

electron Simulation

3µm 5.7 1.2◊10≠7
M. Tamburini2.4µm 7.2 0.9◊10≠6

4µm 5.0 1.9◊10≠7
M. Vranic8.0 1.7◊10≠5

FACET-II beam: 0.6 nC, i.e., 3.7 ◊ 109 electrons
w0: laser focus spot size sim
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FACET-II measurements: emitted gamma photon spectrum

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 20 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II

Comparison with (linear) Compton scattering

Laser is clearly nonperturbative
(linear CS cuto�: 1.9 GeV)
Absorbed laser photons ≥ ›3

Spectrum extends to very high
harmonics (≥ 8 GeV photons)
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Comparison with synchrotron radiation

‰ & 0.1: classical electrodynamics
violates energy conservation
(photons with energy > 10 GeV)
Recoil of individual photons:
≠æ Redshift of the spectrum
≠æ Reduced total probability 10�2 10�1 100 101 102
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FACET-II measurements: validity of the LCFA
Higher-order processes

p′µ pµp′′µ

k
µ

1
k
µ

2

Multiple emissions per particle

QED cascade

qµ

e�

e+

pµp0µ

pµ
1

pµ
2

Trident: simplest QED cascade

State-of-the-art numerical approach
Strong fields (› ∫ 1) ≠æ small formation region (”⁄ = ⁄L/›):

δλλ
L

≠æ Background field is approximately constant during transition:
the “Local Constant Field Approximation” (LCFA) is applied

≠æ Separation of scales: macroscopic fields / quantum processes
particles propagate classically between quantum transitions

Classical propagation + Monte Carlo event generator
FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM) 21 / 26 Probing SFQED at FACET-II

Importance of higher-order processes at FACET-II
On average each electron emits more than one photon:

(radiation field no longer a perturbation)
Laser spot
size (w0) ›

electrons included
in average

# photons per
electron Simulation

3µm 5.7 all 1.4
M. Tamburini2.4µm 7.2 all 1.3

focus only 4.8

4µm
5.0 all 1.6

M. Vranicfocus only 1.9
8.0 all 2.9

focus only 3.3

The validity of the LCFA is vital for all numerical methods
Codes for calculating beamstrahlung, e.g., CAIN and GUINEA-PIG

Particle-in-cell codes with QED modules for laser-plasma interactions
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FACET-II measurements: breakdown of the LCFA
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Validity of LCFA depends on photon energy

Formation region ”⁄
depends on photon energy
LCFA breaks down for
“low-energy” photons

δλλ
L

Observable: “low-energy” photons
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FACET-II measurements: classical radiation reaction
Lorentz force

duµ

d·
= e

mF µ‹u‹

Acceleration by an electromagnetic field

Larmor formula

P = ≠2
3–

duµ

d·

duµ

d·
Radiation emitted due to acceleration

Energy loss due to radiation must change the trajectory
Self-consistent solution within classical electrodynamics: LAD

Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac (LAD) equation
duµ

d·
= e

mF µ‹u‹ + 2
3

–

m

5d2uµ

d· 2 + uµ du‹

d·

du‹

d·

6

The LAD equation results in unphysical solutions
≠æ The radiation reaction problem is unsolvable classically
Assuming that RR e�ects are “small”: perturbative expansion

Landau Lifshitz (LL) equation
duµ

d·
= e

mF µ‹u‹ + 2
3

–

m

5 e
m (ˆflF µ‹)uflu‹ + e2

m2 F µ‹F‹flufl ≠ e2

m2 uµ(uF 2u)
6

Landau & Lifshitz, “The Classical Theory of Fields”; Di Piazza et al., RMP 84, 1177 (2012)
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FACET-II: testing the LL equation
The applicability range of the LL equation is not clear
≠æ questions raised during recent LWFA-based experiments
FACET-II: precision test of classical radiation reaction (‰ . 0.1)

K. Poder et al. Phys. Rev. X 8, 031004 (2018)
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FACET-II: testing the LL equation
The applicability range of the LL equation is not clear
≠æ questions raised during recent LWFA-based experiments
FACET-II: precision test of classical radiation reaction (‰ . 0.1)

K. Poder et al. Phys. Rev. X 8, 031004 (2018)



FACET-II measurements: quantum radiation reaction
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Classical vs. quantum radiation reaction
Classical radiation reaction represents a “frictional force”
≠æ sharp cuto� of the electron energy spectrum
‰ & 0.1: stochastic photon emission leads to “di�usion”
≠æ edge of the spectrum is smeared out (higher losses!)
Clean signature of the quantum regime

Observable: electron energy distribution
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Classical vs. quantum radiation reaction
Classically (LL): continuous energy/momentum loss
Quantum regime (‰ & 0.1): instantaneous recoil
≠æ symmetry breaking: transverse acceleration by laser
≠æ electron beam “broadens” due to quantum e�ects
Transverse momentum: ≥ m› ≠æ angle: ≥ m›/‘

Observable: transverse momentum distribution
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FACET-II measurements: quantum radiation reaction
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Recoil induced correlations between emissions
High-energy photon changes trajectory instantaneously
≠æ due to energy loss the transverse excursion increases
≠æ subsequent photons can be emitted into a wider cone
Gamma photons cover a broader angular range
≠æ electron energy loss a�ects radiation spectrum

Observable: angular photon distribution
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Summary: FACET-II 10 GeV electrons + 20 TW laser pulses
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Exploring light-matter interaction in a novel regime
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E144: › < 1 vs. FACET-II: › ∫ 1
Important qualitative changes
Important test of state-of-the art
theory framework/approximations
Highly relevant for future linear
colliders (stochastic beamstrahlung)
Many phenomena could be observed
for the first time:

Perturbative regime (› . 1, E144)

e+

e−

kµ→

−mc2

+mc2

Laser is perturbation, pairs produced by
multi-photon absorption

Tunneling regime (› ∫ 1, FACET-II)

e
+ e

−

−mc
2 +mc

2

“Vacuum breakdown” in static field, afterward
pair propagates classically (LCFA)

Tunneling pair production/vacuum breakdown

Pair production inside quasi-static field
Nonperturbative tunneling exponent
Much higher statistics: ≥ 104 positrons/shot

Strong-field synchrotron radiation
Reduced radiation probability, spectrum: redshift
Coherent interaction with ≥ 102 laser photons
Emission of high harmonics (up to 8 GeV photons)

Breakdown of the LCFA
Applicability of the LCFA: vital for numerical codes
Formation region depends on photon frequency
LCFA fails: suppression of low-frequency radiation

Quantum radiation reaction (QRR) – energy
Stochasticity: broadening of the energy distribution
Quenching: some electrons don’t radiate at all
Quantum corrections to Landau-Lifshitz

QRR – transverse beam broadening
Photon emission: transverse recoil
Energy and momentum broadening: important for
linear collider (severe impact on Luminosity)

QRR – impact on photon phase space
Recoil of hard gamma emissions:
≠æ instantaneous change of electron trajectories
Subsequent emissions have broader angular range

Tunneling pair production
Strong-field synchrotron
radiation (nonlinear CS)
Breakdown of the LCFA
Classical & quantum
radiation reaction
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Intuitive explanation: vacuum breakdown
According to quantum mechanics (Heisenberg uncertainty principle)
the vacuum contains virtual electron-positron pairs (pictorial model)
Spatial scale of these quantum fluctuations: nC = ~/(mc)
If an electric field is able to transfers the rest energy 2mc2 to these
pairs within their lifetime, they become real: Ecr = mc2/(|e| nC )

Vacuum fluctuations

!C

e
+

e
−

Instead of being empty, the vacuum is
filled with quantum fluctuations

Heuristic tunneling picture

e
+ e

−

−mc
2 +mc

2

“Tilted” energy levels ≠æ tunneling
Probability: ≥ exp (≠fiEcr/E)

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Critical field correspons to critical (laser) intensity Icr = 4.6 ◊ 1029 W/cm2:
≥ ~Ê Future facilities I (intensity) current

optical 1 eV APOLLON, ELI,... 1024≠25 W/cm2 1022 W/cm2

x-ray 10 keV LCLS-II, XFEL,... 1027 W/cm2
(if focused) 1021 W/cm2



Community interest & competitors: 10 PW lasers
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Several ≥10 PW laser facilities will become operational soon
GeV electrons are obtainable using laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA)
This approach has decisive disadvantages: electron beam quality is not
su�cient to achieve the necessary precision (main talk)



FACET-II measurements: breakdown of the LCFA

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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FACET-II measurement: “low-energy” photons
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FACET-II measurements: quantum radiation reaction

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Electron energy distribution (after interaction)
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Electron energy distribution (after interaction)
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FACET-II measurements: multiple emissions & QRR

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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FACET-II measurement: angular-resolved gamma photon spectrum
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Recoil: change in trajectory
æ Signature of rad. reaction
æ Larger emission range
Requires measuring the angular
photon distribution



M. Vranic, T. Grismayer, L. O. Silva | IST,  UTL, Lisbon, Portugal

OSIRIS 4.0

osiris framework
· Massivelly Parallel, Fully Relativistic  

Particle-in-Cell (PIC) Code 
· Visualization and Data Analysis 

Infrastructure
· Developed by the osiris.consortium

⇒  UCLA + IST

Ricardo Fonseca
ricardo.fonseca@tecnico.ulisboa.pt
Frank Tsung
tsung@physics.ucla.edu
http://epp.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/  
http://plasmasim.physics.ucla.edu/

code features
· Scalability to ~ 1.6 M cores
· SIMD hardware optimized
· Parallel I/O
· Dynamic Load Balancing
· Particle merging

· GPGPU support
· Xeon Phi support
· QED Module

O i ir ss
3.0O i ir ss
3.0

O i ir ss
3.0
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M. Vranic, T. Grismayer, L. O. Silva | IST,  UTL, Lisbon, Portugal

QED loop in OSIRIS

PARTICLES

GRID

Integration of equations of motion: 
moving particles

Integration of field equations: 
updating fields

Deposition:                            
calculating current on grid

Interpolation:                            
evaluating force on particles

�B

�t
= �c� � E

�E

�t
= c� � B � 4�j

Fp � up � xp

(E,B)i � Ji

(E,B)i � Fp
(x,u)p � ji

�t

Emission of photons

Probability of pair creation

➡ new particles

Probabilistic
dp

dt
= FL +

dP�

dtd�

Particle
Merging

T. Grismayer et al., POP (2016), T. Grismayer et al., PRE (2017)
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Future possibilities
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Future upgrade: beam focusing with thin plasma lens

Thin plasma lens experiment (PI: M. Litos)

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Simulation: compressed FACET-II electron beam + 20TW laser
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Bringing all electrons into the strong field

Electron and laser focus of the same order: intensity distribution

≠æ we have to determine the spatial laser distribution

Electron focus much smaller: only one free parameter (peak intensity)

The average intensity increases:

≠æ photons emitted (average per e≠
): 1.3 (3µm) vs. 4.8 (0.1µm)

≠æ pairs produced (average per e≠
): ≥10
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Simulation: compressed FACET-II electron beam + 20TW laser
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Future upgrade: energy doubling + PW-class laser: CLIC
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Reaching the regime ‰ ≥ 10

Laser upgrade: 200 TW (solid blue) – 1 PW (hatched blue)

Electron beam energy doubling: 10 GeV æ 20 GeV

≠æ CLIC parameters accessible: ‰ = 12 (‰
av

= 5)
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Reaching the regime ‰ ≥ 10
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Future measurements: electron-positron recollisions

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Analogous to high-harmonic generation in atomic physics

Electron-Atom recollisions & HHG: important signature of the strong-field regime
Oscillating laser field: e+e≠ trajectories intersect periodically
≠æ possibility for coherent scattering/annihilation
Cross section (electron radius) is much lower than in atomic physics (Bohr radius)
≠æ qualitatively di�erent physics but di�cult to observe



Future possibility: combining optical, x-ray, and gamma photons

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Three-wave mixing experiment

X-ray photons available at LCLS and LCLS-II could be used to prime reaction
Both “assisted” pair production and nonlinear Compton scattering accessible
≠æ Several new degrees of freedom (relative intensity, phase, etc.)
≠æ X-ray photon: reduction of the tunneling barrier for pair production
Photon science at SLAC: unique possibilities: from eV via keV to GeV photons



Future upgrade: 100 TW laser – radiation reaction

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Transition from classical to quantum radiation reaction

Classical RR: emission of many photons with small recoil
≠æ ‰ . 0.1, long laser pulses
Quantum RR: stochastic emission of photons with large recoil
≠æ ‰ & 0.1, short laser pulses
≥ 100 TW laser: broader range of parameters accessible



Future upgrade: 100 TW laser – vacuum birefringence

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Vacuum birefringence & dichroism

Interaction of real photons has never been observed
≠æ several experiments have searched for vacuum birefringence (unsuccessful)
≠æ recent claim that VB is important to understand radation from magnetars
With a 100-200 TW laser it could be measured at FACET-II for the first time
≠æ IP1: polarized gamma photons, IP2: ≥ 100 TW laser to polarize vacuum



Future upgrade: electron radiative self polarization

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Radiative self polarization of the electron beam

Magnetic field: prefered direction in short pulses (for nonlinear e�ects)
Due to vacuum fluctuations (radiative corrections): non-trivial spin dynamic
Emission probability for photon with large recoil depends on spin orientation
≠æ possibility for Sokolov-Ternov self polarization
≠æ possibility for stochastic self polarization
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Radiative self polarization of the electron beam

Magnetic field: prefered direction in short pulses (for nonlinear e�ects)
Due to vacuum fluctuations (radiative corrections): non-trivial spin dynamic
Emission probability for photon with large recoil depends on spin orientation
≠æ possibility for Sokolov-Ternov self polarization
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Future upgrade: few-cycle laser pulses (CEP e�ects)

FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Detailed test of the semiclassical description (LCFA)

For short laser pulses the CEP strongly a�ects the electron trajectories
Dependence of the final momentum on the CEP tests semiclassical description
Current state-of-the-art numerical approach for strong fields (› ∫ 1):

Classical propagation + quantum transitions (Monte Carlo)
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Detailed test of the semiclassical description (LCFA)
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Long-term perspective
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Di�erent types of nonperturbative e�ects in SFQED

1st breakdown of perturbation theory: background field

FACET-II, › & 1: interaction with laser becomes nonperturbative:
= + + + + · · ·

2nd breakdown of perturbation theory: higher-order processes

FACET-II: tree-level processes with many vertices become important:

· · ·

3rd breakdown of perturbation theory: radiative corrections

Future: if –‰2/3 & 1 radiative corrections become nonperturbative:
P

m2
=

⇠ ↵�2/3

(Narozhny, 1968)

+

⇠ ↵2�2/3
log�

(Morozov, 1977)

+

⇠ ↵3� log

2 �

(Narozhny, 1980)

+

⇠ ↵n�(2n�3)/3

(n > 3, conjecture)

+ · · ·

M

m
=

⇠ ↵�2/3

(Ritus, 1970)

+

⇠ ↵2� log�

(Ritus, 1972)

+

⇠ ↵3�5/3

(Narozhny, 1980)

+

⇠ ↵n�(2n�1)/3

(n > 3, conjecture)

+ · · ·

V. I. Ritus, J. Sov. Laser Res. 6, 497–617 (1985)
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Ritus-Narozhny conjecture

Different regimes of strong-field QED:

1 ‰ π 1: classical regime

Quantum e�ects are very small, pair production is exponentially suppressed
2 ‰ & 1, –‰2/3 π 1: quantum regime

Recoil and pair production are important, but the radiation field is a perturbation
3 –‰2/3 & 1: fully nonperturbative regime

“Radiative corrections” become nonperturbative, strong-coupling regime of QED
Scaling of diagrams considered so far

P
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Ritus
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A. M. Fedotov, J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 826, 012027 (2017); N. B. Narozhny, Phys. Rev. D
21, 1176–1183 (1980); V. I. Ritus, Ann. Phys. 69, 555–582 (1972)
FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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Dynamical mass generation: electrons/positrons

Radiative corrections

= + + + · · ·

=

| {z }
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+ + + + · · ·
| {z }

important if ↵�2/3 & 1

Field-induced mass shift
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≠æ higher-order diagrams important
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Strong indications that the dressed loop expansion breaks down if –‰2/3&1
Ritus, Sov. Phys. JETP 30, 1181 (1970); SM and Di Piazza, PRL 107, 260401 (2011)
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Probing fully nonperturbative QED: beam-beam collisions

Nonperturbative QED (NpQED) collider

Collider parameters

Parameter [
U

n
i
t
]

N
p
Q

E
D

C
o
l
l
i
d
e
r

F
A

C
E

T
-
I
I

I
L
C

C
L
I
C

Beam Energy [GeV] 125 10 250 1500

Bunch Charge [nC] 1.4 1.2 3.2 0.6

Peak Current [kA] 1700 300 1.3 12.1

rms Energy Spread [%] 0.1 0.85 0.12 0.34

rms Bunch Length [µm] 0.1-0.01 0.48 300 44

rms Bunch Size [µm]

0.01

0.01

3

2

0.47

0.006

0.045

0.001

Parameter [
U

n
i
t
]

N
p
Q

E
D

C
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l
l
i
d
e
r

F
A

C
E

T
-
I
I

I
L
C

C
L
I
C

Beamstrahlung

Parameter

‰
av

969 – 0.06 5

‰
max

1721 – 0.15 12

Disruption

Parameters

D
x ,y

0.001 – 0.3 0.15

0.001 – 24.4 6.8

Peak electric field [TV/m] 4500 3.2 0.2 2.7

Beam Power [MW] 10

≠3

10

≠4

5 14

Luminosity [cm≠2s≠1
] 10

30

– 10

34

10

34

On the Prospect of Studying Nonperturbative QED with Beam-Beam Collisions (2018)
FACET-II SFQED collaboration (SM)
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